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Resumo Alargado

O recente desenvolvimento dos Sistemas Ciber-Fı́sicos (SCF) e o aumento na utilização
de veı́culos autónomos em diversos domı́nios (e.g., espaço, aéreo, aquático, automóvel)
levou ao surgimento de novas preocupações, nomeadamente no que diz respeito a propri-
edades de segurança e confiabilidade e a restrições temporais. Durante décadas, nume-
rosas vulnerabilidades tem posto em risco diversas aplicações e sistemas e, como tal,
os Sistemas Ciber-Fı́sicos não são excepção à regra. Tais acontecimentos resultaram
numa tendência para a adopção de técnicas de Verificação em Tempo de Execução (VTE)
para sistemas embebidos quando a respectiva criticalidade dita a necessidade de garantir
operação correcta no domı́nio dos valores e no domı́nio do tempo.

A VTE é baseada em infraestruturas de monitorização de eventos e na posterior
verificação de correcção desses eventos de acordo com a especificação do sistema, tanto
online (on-the-fly) como offline (onde primeiro os eventos são guardados em estruturas
de memória e só depois analisados). Este tipo de detecção de erros vem contrastar com
técnicas de verificação e de teste em fase de desenvolvimento onde são usados casos de
teste estáticos, antes do sistema ser instalado e posto a funcionar normalmente no seu
ambiente de execução. Embora essenciais, estas técnicas não estudam todos os casos ou
problemas inerentes do sistema, que podem ser causados por factores imprevisı́veis. A
VTE pode ser usada na fase de desenvolvimento de forma a aperfeiçoar os casos de teste
e em tempo de execução pós-desenvolvimento com o intuito de garantir bom funciona-
mento durante todo o perı́odo de vida do sistema.

No entanto, metodologias de VTE convencionais, como a instrumentação de código,
impõem penalizações no desempenho e na pontualidade, sendo inapropriadas para siste-
mas crı́ticos. Em Sistemas Ciber-Fı́sicos com requesitos de tempo-real, estas perturbações
podem ser devastadoras dada a escassez de recursos computacionais disponı́veis, por um
lado, as perturbações que podem originar no escalonamento das acções a realizar em
tempo-real, por outro, e também o compromisso em realizar as metas temporais impostas
pela especificação funcional do sistema.

O objectivo desta tese é conceber uma solução para lidar com faltas acidentais e ata-
ques intencionais que afectem a memória dos SCFs e a informação nela contida por meio
de Verificação Não-Intrusiva em Tempo de Execução (VNITE), a ser realizada através do
desenho de um observador e entidade de monitorização de caixa preta. A razão inerente
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à escolha da implementação do observador como uma caixa preta, isto é, de ser visto em
função das suas entradas e saı́das e não do seu funcionamento interno, advém do facto de
um observador transparente poder ser facilmente atacado e modificado de forma a afectar
negativamente a sua operação, com o objectivo de providenciar dados erróneos ou mesmo
de influênciar indirectamente o sistema a ser monitorizado.

Uma abordagem inovadora para a problemática da monitorização é materializada
através da projecção das acções de monitorização diretamente em mecanismos existentes
na infraestrutura de processamento, como os barramentos de sistema e de cache. Uma tal
abordagem permite a monitorização de um sistema sem qualquer impacto na execução,
sendo adequada para o presente e futuro dos SCF e capaz de ser implementada sem in-
sersão de código ou qualquer alteração na arquitectura do sistema base, ou seja, ligando
apenas um componente de observação e monitorização diretamente aos referidos barra-
mentos, sem a modificação de componentes já existentes no sistema. A inserção do ob-
servador dentro do processador é indesejável uma vez que iria requerer a sua modificação,
não só no momento de implementação mas também sempre que a arquitectura do proces-
sador fosse modificada.

Ao inserir uma entidade observadora num sistema, há que ter em conta determinados
factores. Dado que a forma de observação depende do tipo de arquitectura do processa-
dor, do seu modelo de programação, do seu repositório de instruções e da convenção de
chamada a funções, conclui-se que a entidade de monitorização será dependente de todos
estes factores.

O combate a problemas de segurança em memória pode ser realizado a diferentes
nı́veis ou granularidades, dependendo de quão detalhado é o nosso conhecimento do fun-
cionamento do sistema e das aplicações a correr no mesmo. Neste trabalho serão intro-
duzidas soluções para a detecção e resolução parcial ou completa de faltas acidentais e
ataques intencionais, focadas na compreensão limitada das especificidades do ambiente
analisado, usando uma granularidade de monitorização ao nı́vel da função.

Acesso ao código fonte nem sempre é possı́vel, tanto por uma questão de protecção da
lógica e engenharia usada por parte das empresas que desenham as aplicações, como para
esconder software malicioso, por exemplo, em plugins. Da mesma forma, os ficheiros
binários são normalmente disprovidos de sı́mbolos (stripped) pelas mesmas razões, im-
pedindo a inversão da engenharia e ainda reduzindo os requesitos de utilização de espaço
de memória em disco, dado que as informações adicionais em ficheiros não desprovi-
dos de sı́mbolos ocupam consideravelmente mais espaço. Em tal ambiente, além de ser
impossı́vel ou demasiado difı́cil a instrumentação de código (que já por si é intrusiva e
indesejável), é também difı́cil a monitorização a um nı́vel de granularidade fina. As-
sim, o observador necessita de estar preparado para interceptar apenas eventos menos
especı́ficos, como a utilização incorrecta de alguns espaços de memória ou o mau uso de
endereços de retorno.
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Para a concepção da entidade observadora e de monitorização, é assumido que a mai-
oria das aplicações (senão todas) são consituı́das por chamadas a funções. A partir desta
hipótese elaboramos um esquema que verifica se cada função está a executar correcta-
mente, não havendo corrupção do espaço de endereçamento atribuı́do à mesma, nomea-
damente secções de memória especı́ficas com limites bem definidos, como é o caso de:
quadros de memória reservados para uma função (e de algumas das subsecções em que
se divide); zonas de memória alocadas dinamicamente e registos crı́ticos do processador,
como, por exemplo, o registo que guarda o endereço de retorno de uma função. Secções
de dados de ficheiros binários do tipo ELF são também exemplos de zonas de memória
bem delimitadas.

Um observador não-intrusivo responsável pela detecção de eventos e comportamentos
maliciosos e pela tomada de acções de acordo com o que é observado, interno ao sistema
a observar, irá tirar então partido das instruções e dados que circulam no baramento de
sistema e nos barramentos de cache, analisando-os total ou parcialmente de forma a com-
preender se algum comportamento erróneo/não autorizado está a ser efectuado que poderá
por em causa a integridade de diversas zonas de memória. Esta abordagem é inserida no
campo de lógica reconfigurável, tirando partido de arquitecturas System-on-a-Chip (SoC)
de forma a realizar observação diretamente na maquinaria (hardware), em baixo nı́vel e
de forma eficaz.

O conceito de VNITE pode também ser adaptado a sistemas Compartimentados no
Espaço e no Tempo (CET), cada vez mais utilizados devido à crescente complexidade
dos sistemas num vasto domı́nio de aplicações. Para além das limitações inerentes de
pontualidade, problemas acrescidos no domı́nio da segurança da operação (safety) e da
informação (security) estão também presentes em sistemas CET, maioritariamente devido
ao uso de sistemas operativos genéricos, sendo já histórica a sua suscetibilidade a proble-
mas comuns e a vulnerabilidades conhecidas que nunca foram cabalmente resolvidas,
como por exemplo transbordos de buffer (buffer overflows).

O objectivo deste trabalho é, então, a análise de requesitos para a construção de um ob-
servador não intrusivo, nomeadamente a nı́vel dos factores em que depende e das possı́veis
vulnerabilidades que o observador será capaz de proteger, tendo em consideração vulnera-
bilidades comuns em sistemas operativos, e o desenho/concepção de um observador capaz
de fornecer protecção contra as falhas de segurança analisadas, garantindo propriedades
de segurança e confiabilidade e respeitando restrições temporais.

Após concretização, concluiu-se que ainda muito trabalho necessita de ser feito nesta
vertente de forma a ter uma solução viável que vá completamente de acordo à ideia inicial.
No entanto, é uma solução fazı́vel e necessária.

Palavras-chave: Verificação em Tempo de Execução, Sistemas Ciber-Fı́sicos,
Segurança, Proteção de Memória, SPARC V8
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Abstract

The recent extensive development in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and the increase
in usage of autonomous vehicles throughout several domains (spacial, avionic, terrestrial
and aquatic) has lead to the emergence of new concerns regarding safety, security and
timeliness properties. This has resulted in a tendency to adopt Runtime Verification (RV)
techniques for embedded systems, when their criticality dictates the need to guarantee
correct operation in the time and values domain. RV is based on event observation and
monitoring infrastructures and on-the-fly or posterior event correction verification against
a given system specification.

However, conventional RV methodologies, such as source code instrumentation, im-
pose performance and timeliness penalties due to their intrusive nature, being inappro-
priate for (real-time) critical systems. In CPSs with real-time requirements these distur-
bances can be devastating given the lack of computational resources and the necessity to
fulfil temporal goals due to their functional specification.

For decades, numerous vulnerabilities have put systems and applications at risk and
CPSs are no exception. We intent to deal with accidental faults and intended attacks that
compromise the integrity of data stored on memory by means of Non-Intrusive RV, to be
accomplished through the design of a black-box observer and monitoring entity. This is
materialized through the introduction of monitoring actions directly in existing resources
present in the processing infrastructure. Such an approach allows for system monitoring
with no impact on execution, being adequate for CPSs.

A non-intrusive observer entity that is responsible for detecting malicious events and
act accordingly, while taking into consideration common operating system vulnerabilities
is in order. Thus, the goal of this thesis is to design such an observer, capable of perform-
ing function-level memory protection on well-delimited memory zones. For this purpose
we perform a requirements analysis on relevant architectural characteristics and from that
devise an on-chip online solution of our own.

After completion, it was concluded that much work still needs to be done in order
to have a viable solution that goes completely towards the initial idea. However, it is a
feasible and necessary solution.

Keywords: Non-Intrusive Runtime Verification, Cyber-Physical Systems, Safety and
Security, Memory Protection, SPARC V8
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The field of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) has been identified as a key area of research
and is part of contemporary technologies that are, themselves, receiving attention for their
innovative nature, such as smart grids, autonomous mobile systems, medical monitoring
and robotics [30].

Due to their criticality and relationship with the physical world, these systems are
target of multiple concerns, namely in the Safety, Security and Timeliness (SST) domains.
Whilst assuring each one of these properties individually is noteworthy, the goal that most
researchers and developers thrive to achieve relates to simultaneously guaranteeing all of
them. Moreover, it is imperative that developers and testers have methods to verify if such
requirements are being met and ensure that these systems behave correctly throughout
their specified life cycle.

Traditional design time verification, typically denominated testing, does not always
cover all possible faults and erroneous paths of behaviour, specially as systems’ complex-
ity grows [15]. Faults can arise from unanticipated operating conditions, maintenance
errors, runtime faults or intentional malicious attacks. Predicting the whole range of de-
viations is nearly impossible. Due to the extensive variety of fault origins, it is impera-
tive that systems are kept under observation and monitored during their entire existance.
Runtime Verification (RV) has been increasingly used, both for design time and post-
deployment monitoring [15]. The idea is to persistently monitor system execution at all
times, even in its final environment (post-deployment), verifying the observed behaviour
against a provided specification. Actually, some authors advocate that the boundaries
between development time and runtime are fading [5].

RV is an analysis and execution approach that relies on data extraction from running
systems. The gathered information is used to detect and (in some cases) react to ob-
served behaviours satisfying or violating certain properties. Specifications are typically
expressed in trace predicate formalisms, for instance finite state machines, regular expres-
sions, context-free patterns, linear temporal logics, among others [35].

In fact, the terminology ”Runtime Verification” was formally introduced as the name
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

of a 2001 workshop (literally named ”Runtime Verification”) aimed at addressing prob-
lems at the boundary between formal verification and testing [35]. The primary mo-
tivation was to overcome the scalability limitations of exhaustive design-time formal
verification.

RV’s vast purposes and possibilities are one of its finest characteristics: security or
safety policy monitoring, debugging, testing, verification, validation, profiling, fault pro-
tection, behaviour modification and/or analysis (e.g., recovery), etc [36, 35].

Nevertheless, conventional runtime verification techniques often rely on intrusive meth-
ods that end up impacting the system’s safety, security and timeliness negatively (perfor-
mance may also be affected) [42]. A commonly used intrusive RV methodology is source
code instrumentation, which consists in using specific additional instructions or even ex-
tra code sequences for monitoring and error diagnosis [7, 31, 28]. As a consequence,
real-time systems execution may suffer an impact in the form of execution overhead.
The interference on the system caused by observation is often referred to as the observer
effect1 [17]. At design time, the extra code leads to higher Worst-Case Execution Time
(WCET) estimations [42]. Also, the removal of some instrumentation routines may put
safety at stake, since there is no guarantee the new code will behave identically to the
instrumented one, as stated in [4]. And finally, the additional code may even significantly
increase the binary size, which can be worrisome given the usually limited storage capa-
bilities of CPSs.

In order to tackle these issues, Non-Intrusive Runtime Verification (NIRV) emerged,
intending to provide observation methodologies that would not hinder the normal system
functioning. As the name suggests, NIRV intends to provide RV mechanisms without the
drawbacks (e.g. execution overhead, schedulability) associated to source code instrumen-
tation and other intrusive techniques, or requiring the target system’s (that is, the System
Under Observation (SUO)) behaviour to be modified to accomodate it. However, some
NIRV approaches require the storage of observed events for posterior offline analysis
[52] (even if in a host computer), demanding a wide storage space and delayed reaction
to events. Moreover, a couple of techniques rely on detailed information about the target
system in order to work, which may not be available or accessible.

In possession of a tool such as NIRV, with vast application domains, as discussed
in [36] and [35], one has the possibility of addressing a large number of relevant issues
on a system. Out of the discussed purposes of RV and NIRV, two application domains
stand out, safety and security. But why focus on safety and security? A large number
of accidental faults can arise from unanticipated conditions and runtime issues, leading
to safety concerns. Also, vulnerabilities are security relevant defects, being, as such,
an open door for intentional attacks, through exploiting carried by an ill-intentioned

1The term originates from a physics background, where the act of observing a phenomenon interferes
with its characteristics.
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entity. The large majority of Operating Systems (OSs), libraries and applications possess
plenty of vulnerabilities and their successful exploit may place a system at a risky or
erroneous state and jeopardize its operation at multiple levels, for example, forcing it to
miss deadlines, writing outside the allocated address space, corrupting data, etc.

There are in general 3 major types of vulnerabilities:

• Design vulnerability: caused by poor design decisions;

• Coding vulnerability: caused by unsafe coding practices;

• Operational vulnerability: caused by the environment.

They can be further classified depending on whether they are related to hardware,
software, the network; caused by complexity (complex systems are more prone to flaws),
familiarity (well known code, software, tools makes it easier for an attacker to find the
means for exploitation), connectivity, etc.

Some of these vulnerabilities have persisted for years without being fully dealt with,
namely illegal writes to memory such as Buffer Overflows (BOs), which have not ceased
being one of security’s major problems, affecting all kinds of systems. According to [14],
BOs still account today for around 25% of attacks performed on SCADA (Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition) systems, being the main attack method used, as illustrated
in Figure 1.1, showing the distribution of key SCADA attack methods as of 2015. [60]
reinforces this fact by electing BOs as the most occurring vulnerability in the last quarter
century. It is, then, imperative that new NIRV approaches focus or at least give the due
amount of importance to common operating system and application vulnerabilities.

The CPS domain needs an observation and monitoring technique that performs NIRV
with zero impact on each of the SST properties, requires no modification of the target
system’s behaviour, respects CPS limitations, is capable of performing meaningful moni-
toring with little to no elaborate information available and capable of preventing, detecting
and dealing with relevant security vulnerabilities.

1.1 Motivation

Researchers have sought out novel courses of action to innovate how systems and pro-
grams can be formally or informally verified for long [56, 4]. The precise roots of veri-
fication are hard to pinpoint and date. Numerous types of analysis and monitoring now
come under the name runtime verification (or similar terms: runtime monitoring, runtime
checking, dynamic analysis, but all referring to a somewhat common goal).

Technology does not solely serve the purpose of providing functionality no matter the
cost. In order for services to work correctly, respecting their specifications and bound-
aries, concepts such as RV are crucial and almost indispensable, notably in critical sys-
tems.
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Figure 1.1: SCADA Attack Methods [source: [14]]

However, runtime verification solutions commonly address safety and timeliness prop-
erties and do not consider external attacks affecting security. The both old and current
problem of cyber security is under constant research given how dangerous successful at-
tacks can be and how easy it is for complex systems to experience faults. Nevertheless, as
far as we are concerned, there has not yet existed a solution that tries to address security
(or, at least, focus on it) in both critical and non-critical systems by employing NIRV.

Greater attention should then be dedicated to common security issues in CPSs. A
large number of vulnerabilities have not yet been taken care of and still deteriorate system
behaviour in a variety of domains, specifically as CPSs become more widely known and
used [55, 13]. All operating systems, specially generic OSs, libraries and applications
are susceptible to contain vulnerabilities that, if triggered or exploited, might negatively
influence operation, which is more catastrophic when considering critical real-time cyber-
physical systems.

Additionally, the NIRV concept can and has been applied to Time- and Space-Partitio-
ned Systems (TSP) [47, 48]. The increase in systems’ complexity has lead to the adop-
tion of partitioning, which implies function separation within the system. In a vehicle,
for instance, navigation control would operate in a partition, while mission associated
functionalities (e.g., vigilance) would be located in another. In such systems, it is com-
mon to utilize operating systems of different kinds, such as Real-Time Operating Systems
(RTOS) for critical functions like vehicle control, and generic OSs (e.g., Linux) for mis-
sion associated partitions. Despite the vast useful features present in generic OSs (e.g.,
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image processing), limitations in timeliness and issues in the safety and security domain
are common. RTOSs may also have their safety and security affected. Operating sys-
tems’ susceptibility to hazards and numerous vulnerabilities is well-known and historical.
Most of these problems were never fully solved, namely with respect to memory. In such
context, runtime verification assumes a particularly relevant importance [47, 48].

Also, another NIRV concern relates to need of considering that the target system to
observe and monitor may not be well-known or transparent, with source code, binary files
and other data broadly available. For example, RV solutions relying on code instrumen-
tation make these assumptions, which may not be true for all systems.

The motivation for this thesis comes from the necessity of defining a system observa-
tion and monitoring technique that performs non-intrusive runtime verification on cyber-
physical systems with no impact on safety, security or timeliness of the target system
and that, on the contrary, enforces them, taking particular care of security aspects. It is
imperative to take one step closer to safer, more secure systems and programs with the
help of testing and continuous verification techniques that ensure the maximum possible
correctness even in more or less known environments.

A NIRV approach beyond the state of the art should be capable of detecting acci-
dental faults and malicious attacks even when detailed system information is not present
or accessible, allowing for a change in the current paradigm of cyber-physical systems’
safety and security.

The types of faults and attacks detected by such a NIRV solution depend on the ob-
servation and monitoring granularity (e.g. function-level). A new NIRV approach must
be flexible enough to detect erroneous events with little information available (e.g. with
no source code). Fine-grained monitoring (e.g. at variable-level) is too complex and in-
efficient. A database filled with application-related data such as variable’s size and loca-
tion, expected inputs and outputs, among others would be required. This thesis addresses
function-level granularity monitoring, allowing memory incidents such as illegal writes to
memory to be detected on well-delimited areas, as well as unwanted register access and,
possibly, denial of service attacks.

We believe function-grained memory protection (a coarser kind of protection) is es-
sential to protect systems deprived of most usable observation material.

In sum, the main idea would be to construct an observer architecture that takes advan-
tage of reconfigurable logics and seeks to maintain the SST properties mentioned earlier,
albeit focusing on security. For this end, the solution should try to address multiple vul-
nerabilities, being the type and quantity dependent on how much is know about the target
environment, increasing the fault and attack detection success with as little changes as
possible to the base subject being observed and monitored and with no intrusion.
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1.2 Objectives

The aforementioned RV issues and unresolved security hazards evoke the need for a new
use of NIRV capabilities.

In this thesis, we examine previous paths and techniques for RV and NIRV and the
available hardware-based protections against common safety and security hazards and
design an new solution that thrives to achieve the kind of non-intrusive security-focused
verification CPSs require.

In order to do so, an observation and monitoring hardware component will be de-
signed, hereafter referred to as Observer or Observing Entity (OE), interchangeably. It
will be inserted within the target system through a wired connection, from where data
will be gathered for analysis and to which preventive responses will be sent to prevent
hazards from occurring, completing or propagating and tentatively resolve mistakes. The
observer will enforce RV techniques by observing events of interest occurring in the sys-
tem and reacting accordingly, that is, actuate if a violation to the system specification
is detected. Observation and monitoring will be done online, directly in hardware and
at low-level, leading to an intrusion-free approach. The main goal of the observer will
be memory protection against accidental faults and intention attacks, addressing pro-
grams running natively on the hardware or running on a selected operating system
(RTEMS, Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems).

The OE will be specially designed to work with Gaisler’s SPARC (Scalable Processor
Architecture) V8 Architecture [54] for now, since this seems to be the only fully techno-
logically ready architecture and the easiest to work with given the observer’s purposes.

1.3 Contributions

Intending to address function-level memory protection using hardware-based NIRV tech-
niques, this thesis makes the following contributions:

1.3.1 Contributions

• Definition of a new NIRV solution capable of addressing both safety and security
issues in cyber-physical systems by means of an Observer Entity;

• Study of how system and application characteristics affect an Observer Entity’s
complexity;

• SPARC V8-oriented design of the OE (in spite of the concept’s applicability to
other architectures, e.g., ARM [1]);

• Focus on the RTEMS RTOS;
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• Three peer-reviewed articles and a communication, enumerated in the following
subsection.

1.3.2 Papers and Presentations

The following papers were published and presented in the context of this thesis:

• José Rufino and Inês Gouveia. Timeliness runtime verification and adaptation in
avionic systems. In Proceedings of the 12th workshop on Operating Systems Plat-
forms for Embedded Real-Time applications (OSPERT) 2016, Toulouse, France,
July 2016.

• Inês Gouveia and José Rufino. ”Non-intrusive runtime verification of embedded
software”. in Proc. INForum 2016, Simpósio de Informática - Poster Sessions,
Lisbon, Portugal, September 2016. Communication and Poster.

• Inês Gouveia and José Rufino. ”Enforcing safety and security through non-intrusive
runtime verification”. in Proceedings of the 1st Workshop on Security and Depend-
ability of Critical Embedded Real-Time Systems, pages 19–24, Porto, Portugal, De-
cember 2016. IEEE. co-located with the IEEE Real-Time Systems Symposium
2016.

• António Casimiro, Inês Gouveia, José Rufino, ”Enforcing Timeliness and Safety in
Mission-Critical Systems”, in Proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on
Reliable Software Technologies, Ada-Europe 2017, Vienna, Austria, June 2017.

1.4 Institutional Framework and Related Projects

This thesis was developed in partnership with the LaSIGE (Large-Scale Informatics Sys-
tems Laboratory) research unit and inserted within the context of two projects: COST
Action IC1402 - Runtime Verification beyond Monitoring (ARVI); Non-intrusive Obser-
vation and RunTime verification of cyber-pHysical systems (NORTH) project.





Chapter 2

Related Work

This thesis addresses the assurance of safety, security and timeliness properties on cyber-
physical systems through non-intrusive runtime verification. As such, a review of previous
related work is in demand.

Throughout this chapter, information regarding the state of the art of non-intrusive
runtime verification will be provided along with other relevant related work, namely with
respect to (hardware-based) memory protection. It starts with a brief survey of analysis
on the safety and security problem of CPSs and moves towards existing hardware-based
minimally intrusive and non-intrusive runtime verification solutions. The presented NIRV
solutions do not address security issues (triggered by attackers) on memory at function-
level nor do they seek to operate with limited knowledge of the target system. Related
work is closed by an overview of available hardware-based memory protection solutions.

Current approaches to runtime verification usually vary between offline and online
tools, intrusive and non-intrusive, coarse-grained and fined-grained, software-based and
hardware-based. Research has been conducted in order to ascertain what is and is not
possible in a given environment, which options should be chosen for each problem and
what can still be improved.

2.1 Cyber-Physical Systems

CPSs represent the integration between computational and physical elements, that is, the
link connecting IT (Information Technology) and time, space and energy.

Modern embedded systems and CPSs are often based on System-on-a-Chip, SoC,
platforms. These consist on a single chip that integrates everything that used to take up
multiple chips, i.e., a whole system. Memory controllers, peripheral I/O (Input/Output)
interfaces, timers and other components are all enclosed together in the same chip along
with one or more processing units, and interconnected via a system bus called the SoC
bus.

9
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2.1.1 CPS Safety and Security

Several attacks have been performed in recent years that put not only CPS’s security
at stake, but also endanger missions and human lives. Common security issues and chal-
lenges in CPSs are described in [55]. As the authors state, attackers have been able to hack
medical devices, air traffic control mission-support systems and power systems, among
other domains where the concept of a CPS is applicable. Several attacks on components
like automotive Electronic Control Units (ECUs) are also enumerated, such as remotely
killing engines, turning off brakes and forcing instruments to give false readings. The
security objectives to be met in CPSs are also described: confidentiality, integrity, avail-
ability and authenticity; as well as the most common forms of attacks: eavesdropping,
compromised-key attack, man-in-the-middle attack and denial of service. For example, a
denial of service attack would jeopardize availability, eavesdropping would compromise
confidentiality and so forth. The solution presented in this thesis is well suited for active
attacks, that is, attacks that clearly interfere with a system or application. Eavesdrop-
ping, for example, is considered a passive attack since it does nothing to the target except
from violating the confidentiality property, it listens but does not act. Such attacks are,
therefore, more difficult to identify.

[13] points out that there is still plenty of research to be done regarding CPSs’ fault
detection and reliability. This type of systems is still recent and unexplored and requires
further investigation due to its divergences from common IT systems. [13] also describes
the differences between traditional IT security and CPS security, such as software patch-
ing and frequent updates not being well suited for control systems (an example of a CPS).
What this means is that multiple updates to solve different security problems as is some-
times done on IT systems is not a viable solution, since updating a system requires careful
planning on how to take the system offline. It is economically and, at times, mission-wise
difficult to justify suspending the operation of, say, an industrial computer, to install new
security patches, which may even violate the certification of control systems.

2.2 Non-Intrusive Runtime Verification Solutions

Runtime verification allows post-deployment unbounded observation and continuous as-
sessment of the behaviour exhibited by the system by combining techniques from formal
verification and testing, providing a practical but initially limited solution. Software-based
RV approaches tended to be intrusive, such as source code instrumentation, which relied
on using specific additional instructions or even extra code sequences for monitoring and
error diagnosis, causing considerable execution overhead [56].

Moving away from intrusive instrumentation was essential to keep up with the in-
creasing evolution of CPSs and other systems and their related industries. Monitoring and
verification had to be done non-intrusively so that system correction would not be jeop-
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ardized in exchange. CPSs and embedded systems in general often have strict safety and
timeliness requirements [47, 6] and demand limited power consumption, deeming them
sensitive to execution overheads imposed by software instrumentation. Hardware-based
approaches are inherently non-intrusive, whilst software-based solutions normally exhibit
some degree of intrusiveness, even if minimal. However, initial hardware solutions often
required off-chip hardware and software for data processing (that is, gathered trace data)
and where prone to observability issues on more complex systems (meaning few system
data was obtainable) [56].

Watterson and Heffernan present in [56] an overview of various software-, hardware-
and hybrid-based methodologies and, later on, on-chip solutions for monitoring and soft-
ware execution verification and its benefits both as an online safety checking measure and
testing tool.

It is emphasized that observing mechanisms should not only provide enough infor-
mation about the target system so that the objectives of runtime verification can be met,
but should also be minimally intrusive so as to respect the tight timeliness and power
constraints embedded and cyber-physical systems usually have. Another important as-
pect raised in this article is the reduced visibility/observability of program execution
and system information to external, off-chip monitoring components, namely when using
hardware probes. The advantage of monitoring a system from a software monitor within
the target system, with access to extensive information about its operation, contrasts with
the sometimes limited information available externally to hardware probes, despite its in-
trusiveness. What this means is that, according to [56], software instrumentation makes
it easier to obtain details regarding program execution and the system than pure hardware
(non-hybrid) probes, where, for example, a bus may be observed. The authors talk about
the balance between low visibility/observability of the available hardware probes against
the undesirable overhead impact of software instrumentation.

Gaining access to certain states or information is often problematic, since most sys-
tems hide execution details. So, visibility/observability is sometimes limited to the data
made available or accessible to observing components.

[56] also observes that non-intrusive monitoring can be facilitated through the use of
additional on-chip hardware, hence the tendency of moving the monitoring capabilities
increasingly more towards the chip where the target system resides, that is, on-chip solu-
tions. The authors note the incorporation of on-chip hardware probes to observe execution
behaviour as a potential area of investigation.

Important points raised by [56]: Low observability of hardware probes; importance
of on-chip approaches.

Our solution: Our NIRV solution takes advantage of the limited information made
available to the observer entity and uses it to perform function-grained memory protec-
tion, not being impacted by the lack of available data. The OE is inserted in the target
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platform (i.e., on chip).

We focus on hardware-based non-intrusive approaches for this state-of-the-art sur-
vey since our solution will be based on these two principles: non-intrusiveness and
hardware-based observation and monitoring.

Early work on software/application monitoring focused on offline monitoring (e.g.,
[52, 32]), where data is collected and its analysis done later, offline, contrasting with on-
line monitoring (e.g., [45, 46, 4]), where a specification is checked against an observed
execution dynamically. Although providing useful trace data for system evaluation and
verification that can be extracted at an unbounded rate (since data will only be processed
offline and because no immediate reaction is expected), offline monitoring presents sev-
eral drawbacks when compared to online approaches.

[58] highlights the main drawbacks of offline RV implementations as being the fol-
lowing:

• Event Trigger conditions are limited and fixed to the sparse functionality imple-
mented in the non-sufficiently flexible observation unit;

• It is impracticable to store all observation data over an arbitrary observation time
on today’s storage facilities due to the high data bandwidth produced;

• There is a huge discrepancy between observation data output bandwidth and data
processing bandwidth, which is usually several orders of magnitude slower. This
results in a very short observation period and a long data processing time, which is
inefficient.

One of the first offline on-chip approaches to higher-abstraction level monitoring for
SoCs was introduced in [52], where the authors presented MAMon, a hardware-based
probe-unit integrated within the SoC platform where the target system to be monitored
resides and connected via a parallel-port link to a host-based monitoring tool environ-
ment that performs logic-level and system-level monitoring. This approach can either be
passive (by listening to logic- or system-level events as a probe) or activated by minimal
software code instrumentation (in this case recurring to software that writes to a spe-
cific register). Events within the system are defined as conditional expressions that are
evaluated during each clock cycle.

Detected events happening in the SoC are time-stamped and sent via a link to the host-
based tool environment where the events are stored in a database. This means MAMon is
an offline approach, that is, collected data is kept for later offline analysis on an external
tool. Data is neither processed nor reacted upon (if needed) on the fly.

NIRV issues related to [52]: Analysis of events is done offline, after an erroneous
behaviour has already taken place.
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Our solution: Online NIRV solution where events are analysed and reacted upon
online.

Later, [32] introduced a framework that provides a runtime environment which per-
mits system-wide observability and that tries to solve the instrumentation problem by
means of a dedicated microprocessor with zero or minimal impact on system execution,
meaning the solution can be considered (almost) non-intrusive. Events from the processor
can be generated by minimally intrusive instrumentations that simply report an event to
a dedicated on-chip monitoring core, which can then process the events and report the
required data to the external environment.

The framework utilizes a similar event-based methodology to [52]. However, in
contrast, it specifically aims at providing support for both detecting complex designer-
specified hardware events and allowing users to observe those events through user-defined
observation software at runtime. That is, in response to the hardware events, designers
can create customized monitoring software to analyse and monitor them for either testing,
debugging or simple monitoring.

Manual designer effort is then required to define which events to observe and the
needed set of hardware probe signals from the IP (Intellectual Property) cores that are
needed to make these observations, that is, the framework is not automated.

Our solution: Does not require the use of observation interfaces for each IP core in
the system, it solely uses a bus interface within the observer that receives events from
the system bus and the cache buses, acquiring information going from the processor to
another component or from another component to the processor. Also, given its purpose
and nature, it does not require manual effort from users.

Configurable non-intrusive event-based frameworks for runtime monitoring have also
been developed within the embedded systems’ scope [33], employing a minimally intru-
sive method for dynamic monitoring.

The presented low-overhead solution of [33] introduces a System-level Observation
Framework (SOF) that monitors hardware and software events by inserting additional
logic within hardware IP cores and by listening to processor trace ports. This SOF
provides visibility for monitoring complex execution behaviour of software applications
without affecting the system execution. It uses a dedicated event-streaming interface that
allows efficient observation and analysis of rapidly occurring events at runtime.

This framework consists of a Software Observation Interface (SWOI) connected to
the trace port of each processor core and a Hardware Observation Interface (HWOI) con-
nected to each hardware IP core to be observed. Each observation interface consists of
one or more event probes, a timestamp counter, a configuration register for each event
probe, a priority-based event stream controller for serializing and reporting rapidly occur-
ring events, and a small FIFO (First In First Out) for buffering events within the event
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stream.
The method employed in [33] to avoid affecting the execution of the main system is

the utilization of an auxiliary lightweight processor that executes the runtime observation
software. This solution is then a hardware and software hybrid.

Our solution: No execution of runtime observation software is required.

In [20] the importance of online software and hardware monitors is discussed in con-
trast to offline approaches, namely in the distributed real-time systems domain. The au-
thors discuss what monitors are and how they can make these systems more reliable,
having surveyed a number of past and more recent efforts in software monitoring. It is
emphasized how there is a solid foundation of research in online monitoring of conven-
tional software systems upon which to build and take research further.

The concern behind the survey presented in [20] is making safety-critical embedded
systems ultra-reliable, if possible, through online runtime monitoring, focusing on mod-
ern aircrafts and spacecrafts.

The evolution of online RV approaches is detailed in [20] with examples of existing
solutions, highlighting their advantage in monitoring modern complex systems’ proper-
ties, such as timeliness properties, on-the-fly; and challenges, for example, implement-
ing efficient monitors that are synthesized from higher-level behaviour specifications,
namely safety properties (i.e., properties stating that ”nothing bad ever happens”) [24].
System behaviour specifications can be seen as a combination of use cases and functional
requirements that specify how a system functions in different cases, i.e., which behaviour
is expected.

Online runtime verification hardware-based approaches have taken advantage of mul-
tiple technologies, such as hardware description languages (HDLs) [42, 41], temporal
logic formulas synthesised from formal specifications [45] and reconfigurable hardware.
Together they have provided the means for non-intrusiveness, observability, expressive-
ness, flexibility and responsiveness of hardware-based monitors, like [46], that observe
and monitor a target system and that, in some cases, may react to erroneous behaviour.

Several solutions have been proposed that approach online RV differently [4, 46, 45,
41], diverging on the methodologies used, goals and target system-induced limitations.
Whether the monitor executes on external hardware or on-system, what the monitor
watches (that is, the meaningful events it cares about: the events of interest), how it
is connected to the system and what is instrumented or not, are dependent on both the
characteristics of the system being monitored and the goals of monitoring.

In [4], the authors show how non-intrusive online RV can be applied to multi-core
SoC architectures. A generic architecture is shown that can be programmed to carry out
the process of checking formal correctness properties concurrently to the target system.
The solution presented, hidICE, makes it possible to capture real-time, continuous, and
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concurrent trace from a multicore SoC. The hidICE approach involves no performance
penalty when monitoring the execution of the underlying system online.

Important points raised by [4]: Online techniques overcome offline monitoring lim-
itations since data is not stored before being processed and verified, allowing RV to be
carried with no apparent interference with the expected system behaviour and in a more
effective way, without overloading the already limited memory space.

Other solutions, such as [45] address monitoring and verification in a single instance.
Here the verification procedure is mapped into soft-microcontroller units, embedded within
the design, and monitors, in an online fashion, formal languages such as past-time Lin-
ear Temporal Logic (ptLTL), a logic for specifying properties of reactive and concurrent
systems, providing temporal operators that refer to the past states of an execution trace
relative to a current point of reference. An embedded microprocessor (introduced in [44])
is responsible for checking ptLTL clauses in a software-oriented fashion.

Observer algorithms for the time-bounded modalities of past-time Metric Temporal
Logic (ptMTL)1, were designed in [45] which take advantage of the highly parallel nature
of hardware designs and can be translated into efficient hardware blocks, designed for
reconfigurability, thus facilitating in applying the framework in both a prototyping and
a post-deployment phase of embedded real-time systems. Correct behaviour of these sys-
tems is defined by the sequence of data they produce, complemented with their temporal
behaviour.

The authors highlight the runtime verification framework’s requirements as being:

• Stand-aloneness: It should operate in a self-contained way and not depend on a
host computer to execute;

• Non-intrusiveness: It should be efficient enough not to alter the timing require-
ments of the target system;

• Timeliness: It supports expressive logics to formalize not only functional but also
real-time requirements;

• Reconfigurability: It should be reconfigurable without requiring re-synthesis of
the whole hardware design.

A related novel System Health Management (SHM) technique was introduced in [46]
which empowers both real-time assessment of the system status with respect to temporal-
logic-based specifications and supports statistical reasoning to estimate its health at run-
time. This solution aims at meeting the emerging needs of new safety-critical embedded
systems, such as automated vehicles, UAS (Unmanned Aerial Systems) or small satellites.

1ptMTL is a popular logic for specifying quantitative timing properties of real-time systems.
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By seamlessly intercepting sensor values through read-only observations of the sys-
tem bus and by on-boarding their platform (rt-R2U2) aboard an existing FPGA (Field-
Programmable Gate Array) already built into the native UAS design, system integration
problems of software instrumentation or added hardware were avoided.

The authors thrive to achieve 3 properties:

• Realizability: The SHM framework must be usable in a plug-and-play manner by
providing a generic interface to connect to a wide variety of systems;

• Responsiveness: It must continuously monitor the system;

• Unobtrusiveness (i.e. non-intrusiveness): It must not alter crucial properties of
the system including functionality (must not change behaviour), certifiability (avoid
re-certification of flight software/hardware), timing (must not interfere with tim-
ing guarantees), and tolerances (must not violate size, weight, power, or telemetry
bandwidth constraints).

To ensure responsiveness, both an over-approximative, but synchronous to the Real-
Time Clock (RTC), and an exact, but asynchronous to the RTC, observer are run in parallel
for every specification. To ensure unobtrusiveness to flight-certified systems, the authors
designed their observer algorithms with a light-weight, FPGA-based implementation in
mind and showed how to map them into efficient, but reconfigurable circuits.

[45] and [46] are quite related to one another, not only with relation to the used ptLTL
formulas for property specification but also the nature of properties/requirements targeted.
Non-intrusiveness can be easily connected to unobtrusiveness, both concerning the non-
modification of systems properties, namely timing.

Important points raised by [45] and [46]: The importance of stand-aloneness, re-
sponsiveness and non-intrusiveness for an RV solution; seamlessly intercepting sensor
values through read-only observations of the system bus.

Problems raised in [45] and [46]: Focus on two extremely important properties:
timeliness and safety, but not on security.

Our solution: Incorporates these 3 properties. Also, due to its nature and goal, the
OE does not require the usage of temporal logics nor a dedicated microprocessor for
analysing ptLTL clauses. It also uses the system bus (and the cache buses) as the source
for seamless event observation.

[42] defines a flexible observer to be integrated in a SoC platform, where monitoring is
done at the SoC AMBA [3] bus interconnecting the processor and peripherals and the
information gathered is relayed to an external entity for further handling. This approach
uses configuration modules and external time sources and its operation is performed at
every hardware clock cycle, synchronously with the bus.

The observer is comprised of several modules:
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• Bus Interfaces: Manages the physical interface to the buses and performs the de-
tection of bus activity;

• Management Interface: Handles the support for configuration via the bus itself;

• Observer Configuration: Stores the aforementioned configuration, i.e. which
events should be detected;

• Event Observer: Detects events of interest based on the configuration and tags
them to be relayed to other systems;

• UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter): provides an Out-of-
band (OOB) interface for relaying the detected events to another system.

The observer can be reconfigured after the system is deployed. Such an architecture
effectively enables non-intrusive hardware monitoring, with the flexibility of being able
to accommodate detection of different events.

Problems raised in [41]: The observer is fed by an external clock, which is not ideal
for a solution that targets security, such as the one we are designing. Being fed by an
external clock translates to more entry points to the observer entity and more means for
an attacker to hijack its behaviour.

Our solution: The observer entity is fed by an internal clock that may be synchro-
nized with an external time source.

[41] presents a technique for enabling fine-grained RV in real-time embedded sys-
tems, based on the realm of reconfigurable computing platforms, where the usage of SoC
architectures enables monitoring to be performed in hardware, at the lowest possible level
and in a non-intrusive way, negating the overhead incurred by software instrumentation.
This work has two facets: monitoring, for system characterization purposes, and runtime
verification, paving the way for safer embedded systems.

A non-intrusive observer is the crucial point of the solution proposed in [41], exploit-
ing the central nature of the SoC bus, to which most SoC components are connected,
giving way to an advantageous view of the system state. The hardware mechanism
monitors the bus in a synchronous manner, comparing information being exchanged with
a set of observation points set a priori in a configuration file. Upon detection of an event
of interest, it is timestamped and relayed to an external system where the event-related
information may be stored and processed.

The configuration files are built by selecting events of interest2 from self-contained
binary files. The mapping between symbol names (e.g.; function names, global variables,

2The observer requires configuration with observation points. The extraction of observation points is
motivated by the definition of objects of interest, such as function calls or variables, which will be moni-
tored.
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labels, etc) and memory addresses is kept in a symbol table from which data like global
variables’ size and location may be extracted. The usage of debug options upon compila-
tion also creates sections with information usable by debuggers, like the relative location
of the local variables of each function in the stack and the data types of such variables.

The configuration of an observation point uses its memory address, read/write (i.e.,
an indication whether the observation point is read-only, writeable or both) and an unique
ID. The configuration file contains numerous observation points and is read by an applica-
tion which communicates with the observer via the external interface. This non-intrusive
observer allows for the detection of erroneous behaviour pertaining to a wide variety of
data.

Our solution: Does not require connection to an external system.

Despite the tendency to employ on-chip approaches, still, some recent solutions still
opt for external monitors, depending on their goals. [27] presents a runtime verification
architecture for monitoring safety critical embedded systems which uses an external bus
monitor connected to the target system using a semi-formal interface to map the system
onto a formal system trace model. The semi-formal interface provides flexibility to han-
dle unique system-dependent properties. This architecture was designed for distributed
systems with broadcast buses and black-box components, a common architecture in mod-
ern ground vehicles. It is a passive external monitor, which holds many benefits that line
up well against the constraints imposed by safety-critical embedded systems, specifical-
ity the FaCTS (Functionality, Certifiability, Timing, Size, Weight, and Power) constraints
[40]. Isolating the monitor from the target system is done with the intention of helping
ensure that system functionality is not compromised by its inclusion.

The monitor in [27] is connected to the system’s broadcast bus, which in turn is con-
nected to the semi-formal interface which observes the bus and generates atomic propo-
sitions for the monitor based on the observed bus state, filling the monitor’s stored state
snapshot. The trace that is formally monitored is a series of these snapshots. The mon-
itoring algorithm takes the target specification and the generated trace step and outputs
whether the current trace satisfies or violates the given specification. This output is sent
to an action controller that chooses the desired action based on the monitor results. Pos-
sible actions include logging violations and activating warnings for passive monitors or
triggering a recovery action such as a safety shutdown for more active monitors.

2.2.1 Application to Avionic Systems

The increasing system complexity has lead to the adoption, in a wide variety of applica-
tion domains, namely avionics, of Time- and Space-Partitioned (TSP) approaches. Time
and space partitioning implies the separation of different functions. Avionic systems are
characterized by having strict safety and timeliness requirements, along with strong SWaP
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(Size, Weight and Power Consumption) constraints. Modern unmanned autonomous sys-
tems tend to resort to the use of partitioning, allowing the hosting of both avionic and
payload functions in the same infrastructure and, thus, fulfilling SWaP, safety and timeli-
ness requirements.

The concept of NIRV has already been introduced to TSP systems [47, 48]. Here
NIRV is used to enable the design and implementation of advanced timeliness adaptation
mechanisms, which allow the reduction of the temporal overhead of such mechanisms in
the operation of onboard systems and the increase of system safety. The use of NIRV is
crucial for the adaptation to changing environmental or operating conditions in unmanned
space and aerial missions and, therefore, their survivability. Both in [47] and [48], an ob-
server component is added to the TSP architecture to non-intrusively monitor the system
state. This observer contains a configuration module that allows the accommodation of
different event observations.

2.3 Fault Detection

Given our interest in implementing an RV solution that focus on the security property
and aims at detecting accidental faults and intentional attacks, it is important to review
some hardware-supported techniques for fault detection and system protection, either at a
coarse- or fine-granularity level.

Here are presented some solutions which aim at providing memory protection, among
protection from other kinds of faults and attacks, such as resilience against DoS (Denial
of Service).

[43] proposes a hardware-based intrusion detection approach which detects behavioural
differences between the correct system and the malware and does not alter the former’s
functional performance. It exploits the partial runtime reconfiguration feature present on
many modern FPGAs to adapt intrusion detection to a new process at each context switch.
The idea is to protect against the execution of code that is different from the correct code
the system designer intends to execute. The usage of runtime reconfiguration enables the
flexibility of software-based approaches, which often suffer from significant execution
overhead with the performance benefits of hardware-based solutions, enabling attacks to
be detected in real-time as they occur. This is a Host-Based Intrusion Detection System
(HIDS), meaning it resides on the system being monitored and analyses the internals of
the computing system. The technique uses hardware support to enable attack detection in
real time, using state machines. Dynamic partial reconfiguration allows reconfiguration
of the HIDS solution while the design is operational and the device is active.

The system in [43] does not look for pre-determined attack signatures and is anomaly-
based 3 instead, meaning a model of the behaviour of the genuine system is generated and

3Anomaly-based approaches allow for the detection of attack types which have never been observed
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it is assumed that any deviations from that behaviour are an indication of an attack.
A hardware-implemented Finite State Machine (FSM) is used to capture all legal sys-

tem call sequences by examining the instruction at each clock cycle, as well as the con-
tents of specific internal processor registers.

The processor is integrated in FPGA logic (the LEON3 processor is used), so pro-
cessor operations can be observed immediately. Reconfigurable logic is used in order to
allow the detection technique to adapt to future malware as it is detected.

Problems raised in [43]: This solution assumes the model of the system behaviour
can be created, that it, it assumes there is enough information about the target system to
work with. In our solution we will try to move away from this idea, not taking for granted
that plenty of information is available.

An example of coarser-grained memory protection mechanism is presented in [29],
in which the authors seek to protect resource constrained microcontrollers where appli-
cations, operating system components and device drivers reside within a single address
space and where it is not possible to implement a Memory Management Unit (MMU) due
to the required memory capabilities for storing page tables.

The target processors for the approach in [29], tiny embedded processors, possess
a simple architecture, in which the entire memory is accessible to all software modules
running on the processor via a single address space.

The main concern is that there is very limited debugging support on tiny embedded
processors, leading to an abundance of programming errors and thus other issues, in par-
ticular, corruption of memory due to lack of protection from buggy applications.

Their system can be viewed as a hardware/software co-design approach to memory
protection, where low cost architecture extensions and a software run-time library work
together to isolate different software components running on an embedded processor.
Memory accesses and application control flow are restricted to protection domains within
the address space. Control flow integrity is preserved by maintaining a stack that stores
return addresses in a protected memory region.

Protection Domains are created for every software module to store their state in. Mod-
ules are restricted from writing to memory outside their domain through runtime checks.

Protection models based on domains do not address all possible memory corruption
faults in the system. Modules can still corrupt their own state as it resides completely
within a protection domain. Control flow within a system can be affected by internal
memory corruption. For such situations, a Control Flow Manager ensures that control
can never flow out of a domain except via calls to functions exported by other domains
and via returns to calls from other domains.

Unfortunately, this approach requires instruction modification and imposes overhead,
even if not very significant, provided the memory map checker is done in hardware.

before, as opposed to misuse-based approaches which attempt to recognize the behaviour of known attacks.
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[16] presents StackGhost, a hardware facilitated stack protection mechanism imple-
mented through a kernel modification to OpenBSD 2.8, under the SPARC architecture.
StackGhost intends to transparently and automatically guard function return pointers.
Even though, in the SPARC architecture, return pointers are stored on a dedicated register,
%o7 4, there is a single situation where they are saved in the stack, making them more
vulnerable.

The StackGhost mechanism protects against buffer overflows and primitive format
string attacks. In order to prevent corrupt pointers from exploiting the code, say to alter
the flow of execution, the authors suggest the use of a reversible transform to be applied
to the legitimate return address and the result written to the process stack, that is, when
return addresses are actually written to the stack. The idea is based on the supposition
that if an attacker has no knowledge of the transform or its key then execution cannot
be affected intentionally. It requires bit inversion (two least significant bits) or keeping a
return-address stack. Additionally, they consider encrypting the stack frame.

Nonetheless, this solution has a drawback: the transform can be eventually discovered.

[34] presents an architecture plus a compiler-driven solution to tackle both Buffer
Overflows and DoS. This solution isolates code and data at a function level - the granular-
ity required in our solution - aiming to provide protection against possibly untrusted code
such as plugins and open-source software.

A unit called container is used to describe code or data isolation. In terms of code, this
unit may be as small as a single function or as a whole application. On the data side, the
unit can be as small as a single word or an arbitrarily large buffer. Every container has an
unique identifier and a set of internal bookkeeping data (metadata, permission tables) that
are used by hardware to enforce memory protection and which includes static permissions
that govern accesses to global data ranges and stack allocated variables, as well as code
entry/exit points.

For the compiler support part, a software product goes through an additional step
that extracts an application permission manifest, containing all the information needed by
the hardware: a list of containers, their identifiers, memory permissions, permitted call
patterns, and approximate run times for selected containers of interest.

Although most permissions can be extracted automatically at compile time, some per-
missions for dynamic memory accesses are only computable at runtime. In such instances,
the compiler is unable to infer the correct permission assignments and the programmer is
instructed to add permission annotations. The tool then generates the manifest, which can
be edited manually by the developer.

For the hardware support part, a module called Container Manager is placed between

4A function return pointer is stored on register %o7, that is, one of the function output registers, for
passing parameters to the called function. However, the called function will access this same register under
the name %i7, as an input register.
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the CPU (Cental Processing Unit) and the cache.
A slight downside is that it requires identification of untrusted functions or groups

of functions at compile time (through the project’s makefile, for example) or load time.
In addition, this solution depends on compiler support and requires the processing core
modification, since the authors devise architectural alterations that are to sit between the
processor and the cache. These modifications also work as a basis for their Denial of
Service defence. While being a minimally invasive approach, we are seeking a completely
non-invasive methodology that does not require architecture modification.

[59] demonstrates a hardware design for fast, fine-grained cache protection (at the
cache line level) and protected procedure calls5 without slowing down the processor’s
clock speed. The protected procedure call mechanism allows a program to change its
protection domain in a controlled manner without the need to enter the operating system
(OS) kernel, enabling fast protected component invocation. The solution proposed in [59]
was later implemented in [51].

2.4 Summary

This chapter surveyed relevant hardware-based runtime verification approaches both min-
imally intrusive and non-intrusive, offline and online, off-chip and on-chip, purely hardware-
based and hybrid, bringing forth the basis of current NIRV issues and points to improve.
Comparisons between issues of some current solutions and the improvements our solution
thrives to achieves were noted, namely: complete non-intrusiveness (and, therefore, no
software instrumentation); online monitoring; no need for execution of runtime software;
an on-chip and stand-alone approach and effective operation even with low information
availability/low observability.

Some published work was also summarized regarding memory protection, among
other sorts of protection from further kinds of faults and attacks.

5The difference between a function and a procedure relates to the fact that a function returns a value and
a procedure just executes commands.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

As the complexity of cypher-physical systems and its applications increases, safety and
security become a central concern. RV techniques greatly benefit from non-intrusiveness
and on-chip hardware-based online mechanisms due to the possible unbounded runtime
observation, continuous assessment of the behaviour exhibited by the system with no sort
of interference and timeliness and storage constraints.

6.1 Motivation Definition

This thesis stems from the necessity of enforcing safety and security in cyber-physical
systems, which suffer from accidental faults and intentional attacks, affecting informa-
tion stored on memory. Due to the complexity and inefficiency of implementing fine-
grained memory protection with limited knowledge of the target system, a function-level
granularity was chosen.

6.2 Target Architecture

Choosing SPARC was inevitable from a technological point of view, due to the easiness
in connecting extra components (i.e., the Observer Entity) to the required buses (system
bus and cache buses). ARM devices with CoreSight are a viable option for the future,
while Intel is not yet ready for the OE implementation. As of today, SPARC is the most
suitable platform for implementing the observer.

6.3 Funtion-Level Vulnerabilities and Memory Protection

The focus of this work is on memory related vulnerabilities at function level. Denial of
Service, although first considered, was rethought and left for future work. The main pro-
tections provided by the OE relate to the protection of critical registers and stack frames,
along with specific zones internal to each frame. Protections are mostly addressed on

29
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the fly, at runtime, with the exception of the defined addresses for two thread context
switch-related global variables. These characteristics along with the black-box nature of
the observer grant an extra layer of security for the observer itself as well as the target
system.

6.4 Summary of Work Produced

Throughout this dissertation, a solid inventory of OE requirements was produced along
with the definition of feasible memory protections protections for the SPARC V8 archi-
tecture. The OE’s system model and architecture was carefully designed and its events of
interest and monitors described, providing a clear notion of the observer’s inner workings.
This process was accompanied by engineering activities detailing the most technical as-
pects of the project. Overall, we took a step forward in the ever expanding cyber-physical
systems’ safety and security research line.

6.5 Challenges

Due to the complexity of the set of elements that needs to be analysed in conjunction in
order to design an hardware NIRV OE, such as the ISA, ABI, OS, target processor/plat-
form, target environment, hardware limitations, the need for low complexity, the vastness
of security vulnerabilities, the need for non-intrusiveness, among others, deem idea and,
consequently, approach, rather complex.

6.6 Future Work

Given the complexity of the subject as well as its possibilities, there is room for plenty
more research and ideas regarding the application of hardware-based non-intrusive run-
time verification for safety and security enforcement both concerning memory protection
and other issues, such as Denial of Service. This section discusses a portion of the possi-
ble ideas for future work.

6.6.1 Denial of Service Protection

A Denial of Service (DoS) attack is a security event that occurs when an attacker takes
actions that prevent legitimate users from accessing targeted computer systems, devices
or other network resources or prevent applications from functioning correctly due to over-
loaded resources.

For DoS prevention, given that the observer has access to the instructions being fetched,
including function calls, it has the information required to establish time limitations for
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function execution. It knows when instructions are fetched and when instructions are ex-
ecuted, since it is able to see the stack movement. In the eventuality that a given function
takes too long to complete, beyond a predefined limit, without returning, then it may be a
sign that malicious code is trying to overload the system.

In principle, the observer would not be dealing with network attacks but rather with
unwanted code that can perform, say, a fork bomb, which is a DoS attack wherein a
process continually replicates itself to exhaust available system resources, slowing down
or crashing the system due to resource starvation.

6.6.2 Other Architectures

We considered three architectures for the OE implementation: Gaisler’s SPARC V8 [54],
ARM [1] and Intel x86 [26]. However, upon research, it was clear not all architectures are
yet ready for an OE implementation that works according to our idea, more specifically,
ready for an OE connected to the system bus or cache buses.

ARM

In principle, it should be possible to use the OE in ARM as well. Although it cannot cover
all ARM-based SoC devices available, those which include CoreSight [2], a configurable
validation, debug and trace component, included on ARM’s SoC are suitable. There is the
possibility to place an FPGA connected to a CoreSight output port so that it would filter
CoreSight’s results and act accordingly.

ARM with CoreSight can be targeted in future research for the OE implementation.

Intel x86

As for x86, a built-in Altera FPGA integration with an Intel Xeon processor has already
been announced [25]. The concept was created with the intent of accelerating algorithms
and taking workloads off the processor(s). The current Intel Xeon architecture does not
seem to be the most appropriate for the integration of the observer allowing it to perform
monitoring according to our system model. In this Intel and Altera solution, the pro-
cessors and co-processor (the FPGA) are connected via a dedicated bus. Our approach
depends on the observer being connected to the systems bus and cache buses. Other pro-
posed approaches rely on a Front-Side Bus (FSB) architecture but require the substitution
of the processor with a very specialized module. Probably, we will have to wait for tech-
nology to evolve towards the observer entity’s needs.

6.6.3 Virtualization

Applications not running natively on the OS may be another interesting target for future
work.
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